Thermodynamic equilibrium of the solute distribution in size-exclusion chromatography.
Our understanding of the nature of solute retention in size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) is predicated upon an equilibrium, entropy-controlled, size-exclusion mechanism. The entropic nature of the separation depends, in turn, upon the solute distribution coefficient (K(SEC) being at (or close to) thermodynamic equilibrium. Classic experiments to confirm this assumption were performed over thirty years ago. Here, we combine information obtained from both flow and static mixing SEC experiments to show that the solute distribution in SEC is in thermodynamic equilibrium over a molar mass range extending one order of magnitude higher than previously measured (from 2 x 10(3) to 1.1 x 10(6) Da) using crosslinked polystyrene packing material of identical pore size (10(4) A). The differences between our observations and previous ones conducted over three decades ago are ascribed, principally, to advances in stationary phase synthesis and column technology for SEC in particular and, secondarily, to improvements in the performance of the various instrumental components of liquid chromatographic systems in general.